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GRAND NARRATIVES, METAMODERNISM, AND
GLOBAL ETHICS
Andrew J. Corsa

ABSTRACT: Some philosophers contend that to effectively address problems such our global
environmental crisis, humans must collectively embrace a polyphonic, environmentalist grand
narrative, very different from the narratives accepted by modernists. Cultural theorists who
write about metamodernism likewise discuss the recent return to a belief in narratives, and
contend that our society’s current approach to narratives is very different from that of the
modernists. In this paper, I articulate these philosophers’ and cultural theorists’ positions, and I
highlight and explore interconnections between them. Additionally, I argue that if the authors
I discuss are correct, then we morally ought to embrace a metamodernist, polyphonic,
environmentalist grand narrative, in order to effectively address an array of global crises. Such
a grand narrative is a necessary ingredient of an adequate global ethics.
KEYWORDS: Metamodernism; Grand Narratives; Metanarratives; Structure of Feeling; Arran
Gare; Global Ethics

Arran Gare argues that, in order to effectively address global political issues such as
our environmental crisis, we as humans will need to embrace a new grand narrative,
and coordinate our actions in accordance with it. He contends that grand narratives
have functional, practical value in helping us to organize communities and orient our
actions toward the successful completion of large-scale projects. In order to be most
effective, our acceptance of these grand narratives would need to be merely
provisional; we should invite and be open to challenges from those with alternative
views, we should be willing to revise our own narratives in light of legitimate
challenges, and our narrative should be polyphonic – giving due credit to diverse
perspectives.
Cultural theorists who write about an array of different notions, each called
‘metamodernism’, likewise discuss the belief in grand narratives, and some write about
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those narratives’ practical value. These theorists commonly agree that, in our current
western world, our approach to grand narratives is much different from that of past
modernists. Now, grand narratives are not accepted as inevitable, but purely
provisionally and ‘as if ’ they were actually true. Additionally, grand narratives are
open to revision after being reasonably challenged by those with diverse perspectives.
In this paper, I relate Gare’s theory of narratives to the work of cultural theorists
who write about a constellation of different notions, each called ‘metamodernism’. The
first part of this paper articulates Gare’s discussions of the value of grand narratives,
and it builds on Gare’s theory by discussing the work of philosophers such as David
Carr and Andrew Kirkpatrick. The second and third parts of this paper articulate how
Gare’s account of grand narratives relates to the work of theorists of metamodernism
such as Timotheus Vermeulen, Robin van den Akker, Seth Abramson, and Alexandra
Dumitrescu. I provide Gare’s explanation of the value of polyphonic narratives that
are provisional and encourage alternatives, and I describe the ways in which some
theories of metamodernism appear to describe similar, polyphonic narratives.
My goal in this paper is not to argue that any of the theorists it discusses is either
correct or incorrect. Instead, my goal is to articulate their positions and to highlight
and explore the interconnections between them. There is one exception – one
moment in which this paper is evaluative: I will argue that, in light of Gare’s approach,
he ought to call for humans to embrace a metamodernist grand narrative rather than
postmodernist one.
Ultimately, I will defend a normative, ethical conclusion, framed as a conditional.
I will argue that if the theorists I discuss in this paper are correct about the practical
value of the sort of metamodern grand narrative they describe, then we as humans
morally ought to embrace and seek to live according to that sort of narrative. By doing
so, we might better work together to respond to global crises. What makes my
conclusion unique and different from conclusions posed by Gare and Kirkpatrick is
that I advocate for a particularly metamodern grand narrative; I explore how this
narrative draws from the work of cultural theorists and how it stands in relation to the
new metamodern structure of feeling they claim is now dominant in the western world.
I. THE VALUE OF GRAND NARRATIVES
Gare understands a narrative as ‘the mode of discourse that tells a story’. 1 Narratives,
which provide accounts of events happening over time, tend to be about people who
1
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have projects, goals, and perspectives, 2 and who perform actions and have intentional
states such as desires, beliefs, and values. 3 According to most of the narratives we
create, people, actions, and projects come into conflict, and only some prevail.
Sometimes the subject or principal hero of a narrative is an individual person, and
sometimes it is a collective group, which can range from a group of two people to a
group consisting of ‘humanity as a whole’. 4 According to Gare, humans make sense of
their world through such narratives – through the stories we tell ourselves and others.5
Some people construct and share fictional narratives, but humans in general are
inclined to organize the events of their own, real lives into narratives – into stories we
tell ourselves and/or others. 6
Gare agrees with Carr’s contention that the act of creating a narrative is a
constitutive part of many complex actions. 7 Carr considers as examples ‘long-term and
complicated undertakings’ which we designate as actions such as ‘writing a book,
getting an education, raising a child’. 8 According to Carr, while we are involved in
complicated undertakings like this, we often need to tell ourselves stories about what
we are doing – stories complete with a beginning, a middle, and an end at which we
have achieved our goals. It is only by telling ourselves these stories that we can clarify
to ourselves what we are doing, and orient ourselves in relation to our intended ends.9
Telling ourselves narrative stories about our undertakings can help us to determine if
we have gone off track, to organize and plan, and to determine if we need to change
our tactics in response to changing circumstances. 10 We do not organize our
experiences into narratives only after our endeavors are complete. Instead, narrative
stories play a functional role in assisting us to complete undertakings while they are
ongoing. Carr claims that the performance of complex actions can be viewed as ‘a
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process of telling ourselves stories, listening to those stories, and acting them out or
living them through’. 11 Gare agrees that we can conceive of many actions as ‘told in
being lived and lived in being told’. 12 Ultimately, our everyday actions and experiences
have narrative structure regardless of whether we explicitly verbalize narratives to
ourselves or to others; we engage in ‘interior narration’ that may or may not be
explicitly linguistic. 13
Have you ever lost track of what you are doing, in your day-to-day life?
Sometimes, even though we are aware of what we are doing, such as going upstairs or
picking up our keys, we suddenly forget why we are doing it. On a larger scale, we
might also lose track of how actions we perform on any given day relate to our longerterm goals and projects. Telling ourselves our own stories – creating narratives about
ourselves performing the actions necessary to achieve our goals – can help us to make
sense of our own actions, and to help us to get back on track if we have gone astray.14
Likewise, if something interrupts us from our plans, telling ourselves these stories can
help remind us where we stand and what we need to do. 15 Gare writes that ‘we only
know what to do when we know what story or stories we find ourselves a part of ’.16
Likewise, when our life circumstances change in unexpected ways, reminding ourselves
of the stories we have been trying to live out can have a practical function. Reminding
ourselves of these stories can help us to determine if we will need to either change our
new circumstances in order to accommodate our stories, or alternatively change our
stories to accommodate circumstances. 17
Gare also focuses on the value of narratives in which a group is the subject and
hero, rather than an individual person. Groups of people who have common goals and
projects can share stories about how those projects will be accomplished, and evaluate
possible actions in terms of how well they advance the stories toward desired
11
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conclusions. 18 A group’s leader might tell its members a story in which individual
group members perform different tasks and together bring their goals to fruition. By
telling this story to the group’s members, the leader can help the group to organize and
distribute tasks. Additionally, Gare claims, a narrative story like this can help group
members to ‘define their unique situations and contributions in relation to the broader
project’. 19 Each individual then can work toward personal goals and engage in projects
which are subordinate to the group’s greater goals and projects.
Consider, for example, a specific sort of group, namely a team of scientists. We
might imagine that its members consciously consider themselves members of a group,
and identify themselves that way. In the association between these scientists, we can
imagine that a group-subject is formed, which does not however obliterate the
individuality of the scientists who compose it. 20 According to Gare, collective subjects
like this are sometimes necessary to achieve goals, requiring large-scale joint action,
that are beyond what any one individual can achieve on his/her own. 21
We can imagine that the leader of this group of scientists tells its members a story
in which the group is the subject which successfully overcomes obstacles and achieves
large-scale plans. If the group’s members believe and accept the story as an account of
what the group should do, then Carr claims that the story would become constitutive
of the ‘group’s existence and activity’. 22 This story might help the group to determine
which member will perform which tasks, and how achieving those different smaller
tasks will work toward greater goals. As already suggested, the narratives an individual
creates for him/herself, in which a single person is subject and hero, can in many ways
help that individual achieve success in life. So too, narratives in which a group is the
subject and hero can help the group’s members in much the same ways – to organize
their pursuits, to evaluate and make sense of their actions, and to change their
behaviors in response to a changing world. 23
We might imagine that the team of scientists itself belongs to an even larger group,
namely the scientific community as a whole. Carr contends that the scientific
community can make progress in pursuit of truth over numerous generations, with
each team of scientists picking up where those, before, have left off. 24 We might
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consider this group – the scientific community – to be the subject of its own narratives
and stories. Some people have, rightly or wrongly, made this group the subject of a
narrative in which progress is defined as ‘the growth of scientific knowledge to
culminate in timeless knowledge of the eternal laws of nature’. 25 We might say that
each team of scientists, beyond achieving its own projects, also contributes to the larger
community’s even greater project, just like each individual member of a team
contributes to the team’s bigger projects. And just like stories in which the team is the
subject are necessary for the team’s members to coordinate their activities, evaluate and
make sense of their actions, and change tactics in a changing world, so too stories in
which the scientific community is the subject and hero are necessary for its members
for the same reasons. According to Gare, since a community like this has projects
which ‘transcend the lives of individuals’, the community’s stories would need to be
‘passed on from generation to generation’, so that each new generation could orient
itself toward contributing to continuing projects. 26
Some theorists have thought that groups like the scientific community belong to
even larger groups, which have even greater projects and goals, and which are also the
subjects and heroes of narratives. 27 Perhaps the scientific community belongs to a
capitalist society which, as Gare notes, some people consider to be the subject of a
narrative according to which there will be greater and greater wealth for all, eventually
leading to the end of oppression and poverty. 28 Perhaps the scientific community
belongs to an even greater group, namely humanity itself. Gare notes that Christians
during the Roman Empire defined themselves ‘in terms of participation in humanity’s
cumulative advance towards a final state of perfection’. 29 Or perhaps, as some Marxists
have posed, humanity is the subject of a story according to which history is progressing
through ‘class struggle and revolution to socialism and a communist world order’,30
arriving at ‘the liberation of the exploited’. 31
25
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Gare contends that there is a need for grand narratives in order to face global
crises. 32 Remember that, according to him, we often need to participate in groups,
which distribute tasks, in order to accomplish projects that are beyond our own
capabilities. And recall that each group’s members need to share narratives, according
to which their group is the subject and hero, in order to successfully accomplish their
projects. Recall that, according to Gare, those groups will need to belong to even
larger groups, some of which persist across many generations, in order to accomplish
projects that are beyond the smaller group’s capabilities. And those larger groups, too,
will need narratives in which they are the subject, for much the same reason. So, to
successfully face truly global crises, Gare claims we will need grand narratives,
describing how people from across the globe will work together over many generations
to meet common goals. 33
Gare focuses in particular on the global environmental crisis. He claims that, to
address this crisis, humans must create and embrace a new grand narrative in which
one of the ultimate ends of a global society is ‘a world order which is environmentally
sustainable’. 34 Andrew Kirkpatrick writes: ‘Without an overarching grand narrative to
provide a joint orientation for humanity, it becomes impossible for us to imagine,
organize, and act collectively on a large-scale problem like climate change’. 35
According to Gare, the collective subject of our new, environmentalist narrative
would endeavor to create a world which not only promotes human welfare, but also
allows diverse cultures, biological ecosystems and species to flourish. In order for this
new narrative to best help those who embrace it to coordinate their activities and
orient themselves toward goals, it would be important for the narrative to describe the
paths that different individuals, nations, and local groups would need to follow in order
to create a better world.36 How would a plurality of diverse individuals, nations, and
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groups work together, over numerous generations, to progress forward? What goals
would specific individuals and groups pursue now in order to contribute to the larger,
collective project which may take many years to accomplish? What policies would
nations adopt, and what battles would need to be fought? Our new grand narrative
would need to relate the interests and goals of various individuals and regional
organizations to this global goal, 37 and many individuals’ and local groups’ narratives
would need to be reformulated to be consistent with the pursuit of greater ends.38
Individuals would need to evaluate their own goals and projects – and even their own,
personal narratives – in light of whether they contribute to the grand narrative.39
According to the grand narrative, in addition to humans, nonhuman plants and
animals would also be agents with their own valuable perspectives on the world.40 We
would not treat them merely as objects or instruments of the narrative, but instead as
subjects like ourselves.
Gare contends that humans are able to create and embrace new narratives,
different from those which they inherit from their families and pre-existing cultures.
Jean-François Lyotard notes that even before a person is born, he/she is already the
referent in stories recounted by parents, families, and their friends. 41 Alasdair
MacIntyre similarly notes that most individuals play roles in other people’s narratives as
well as in their own. We have expectations and hopes about how others will behave.42
MacIntyre further maintains that we are born into different roles, such as being a
cousin, a sister, or a citizen of a particular city, and that these roles partially determine
what is good for us. 43 The actions that are good for someone who is born a cousin but
not a brother could, in some circumstances, be very different from the actions that are
good for someone who is born a brother. Yet Gare insists that we can also create new
narratives, share them with others, and choose to live according to them, even if doing
so might sometimes mean that we do not fulfill the expectations and hopes that others
have for us. We can envisage new possibilities, and challenge and replace the
prevailing narratives and traditions we have inherited with new narratives, which can
help us to achieve new goals we have chosen for ourselves as authentic authors of our
37
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own lives. 44 Carr likewise claims that there is no necessity that any one of us choose to
act out the expectations of the roles into which we are born. Instead, we have the
freedom to choose whether or not to fulfill those expectations. 45
Gare encourages us, collectively, to create and embrace a new environmentalist
grand narrative, different from those into which we have been socialized. Such a
narrative describes a better world toward which we can progress. But Gare is clear
that we ought not treat that better world as if it is a pre-determined future, or a final
end toward which humans will inevitably progress. 46 We ought not think that it is
indisputably true that humanity will, in fact, achieve this new grand narrative’s great
goals. Instead, we ought to strive, through our actions, to make the narrative true. We
ought to be, in MacIntyre’s words, ‘a teller of stories that aspire to truth’. 47 Instead of
treating our narratives like true accounts of what must happen, we can treat them
much like tools which we can use to collectively organize and orient our actions and
communities. Narratives can help us to carry out the projects they describe and help
us make the world a better place. 48 As Kirkpatrick suggests, we should not think the
future is inevitable: “We are not owed a future’, he writes, and, ‘[t]he choices we make
in the present will dictate whatever future . . . we inherit, and whether we inherit one
at all’. 49
II. METAMODERNISM(S) AND THE RETURN TO GRAND NARRATIVES 50
I think Gare makes a mistake when he claims that the new, environmentalist grand
narrative he proposes would be postmodernist. Gare claims that we need a
‘“postmodern” grand narrative’ which ‘can effect the required cultural
44
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transformation’, 51 and he claims that we require a ‘“postmodernist” grand narrative’ in
order to undermine the influence of the problematic, prevailing narratives according to
which we currently live. 52
I contend that Gare’s proposal, that we need a new postmodern grand narrative, is
problematic because the postmodern condition is characterized in terms of the
rejection of grand narratives. 53 As Gare himself acknowledges, Lyotard famously
defines ‘postmodern as incredulity toward metanarratives’. 54 According to Gare, this
means that people with a postmodern sensibility must show ‘incredulity toward any
metadiscourse which makes appeal to some grand narrative’. 55 Lyotard writes that ‘the
grand narrative has lost its credibility’, 56 and throughout his work on postmodernism,
he is equally critical of Marxist and capitalist narratives. 57 Vermeulen and van den
Akker claim that while the term ‘postmodern’ is a catchphrase for a plurality of
different tendencies, one of its common features is an opposition to grand narratives. 58
For the purposes of this paper, I am not interested in debating a precise definition of
postmodernism, but I will suppose that one of its essential features is the rejection of all
grand narratives.
Gare is aware that postmodernism demands an incredulity toward grand
narratives, and yet he nonetheless claims that we should strive to create a
postmodernist grand narrative. Gare suggests that the environmentalist grand
narrative he describes would not fall prey to a host of criticisms that theorists who
study postmodernism traditionally levy against modernist grand narratives. Perhaps
Gare would also contend that theorists such as Lyotard would actually be able to
51
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embrace the new, environmentalist grand narrative Gare describes. But regardless, it is
clear – as a point of logic – that Lyotard, who defines postmodernism in terms of
incredulity to all grand narratives, could not reasonably both embrace Gare’s grand
narrative and also claim to belong to the postmodern condition.
It is worth noting that, in his more recent writings, Gare has not described the
grand narrative for which he advocates as ‘postmodern’. Instead, as I will discuss in
this paper’s Part III, he focuses on describing the narrative as polyphonic, and thus
very different from the narratives of traditional modernists. It is quite possible that
Gare would now agree that calling for a postmodern grand narrative is problematic;
perhaps my remarks, here, do not amount to a criticism of his current position. 59
I would like to propose an alternative: instead of calling for the creation and mass
adoption of a new postmodernist narrative, Gare could instead have sensibly called for
the creation of a metamodernist grand narrative. In fact, theorists who have written
about metamodernism have in many ways described grand narratives that are similar
to that posed by Gare. To my mind, Gare’s approach sounds far more similar to that of
metamodernism than to that of postmodernism.
According to Vermeulen and van den Akker, there are several very different
notions which theorists have labeled as ‘metamodernism’. They claim that that the
notions that Mas’ud Zavarzadeh, Seth Abramson, and Alexandra Dumitrescu call
‘metamodernism’ are very different from what Vermeulen and van den Akker
themselves seek to describe. 60 Further, while Vermeulen and van den Akker are very
clear that metamodernism is neither a movement nor a philosophy, 61 theorists such as
Brent Cooper define it as a movement, 62 Hanzi Freinacht defines it as a philosophy, 63
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and Abramson claims it can be construed in either of these ways. 64 It is clear that
these theorists are discussing different notions; there are, in a sense, many
metamodernisms. These theorists do not provide alternative accounts of the same
notion; instead, they write about very different topics. But even so, I note that many of
these theorists nonetheless share similar approaches to grand narratives – approaches
which are impossible to postmodernism.
Vermeulen and van den Akker characterize metamodernism, in part, as a structure
of feeling typified by the return of debates about grand narratives. 65 Luke Turner
similarly writes that ‘the discourse surrounding metamodernism engages with the
resurgence of sincerity, hope, romanticism, affect, and the potential for grand
narratives and universal truths, whilst not forfeiting all that we’ve learnt from
postmodernism’. 66 Cooper defines metamodernism in part as a movement representing
‘a post-ideological, open source, globally responsive, paradox-resolving, grand
narrative’. 67 Abramson writes that one of the key principles of metamodernism is a
return to a belief in metanarratives, which he claims operate as a ‘guidance
mechanism’ for humans by organizing many of our smaller narratives. 68 Without
them, he says that you would be ‘unanchored in the world and in your own skin’. 69
Freinacht claims that, in response to complicated crises, we need meta-narratives; 70 we
need to create and be guided by new stories about humanity, society, and progress.71
During a discussion panel, van den Akker claims that one of his goals is to describe
‘tools or concepts to help you think about and construct an alternative future’, and he
implies that a ‘grand narrative about where we want to be’ might serve as a tool like
64
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this. 72 And during an interview, Vermeulen remarks that:
The metamodern oscillates between postmodern doubt and a modern desire for
sense: for meaning, for direction. Grand narratives are as necessary as they are
problematic, hope is not simply something to distrust, love not necessarily
something to be ridiculed. 73

But what exactly is metamodernism? Vermeulen and van den Akker claim that
postmodernism has receded and that a different cultural dominant, namely
metamodernism, has emerged. 74 They maintain that metamodernism is what they call
a ‘structure of feeling’, a notion previously explored by cultural theorist Raymond
Williams. 75 They contend that metamodernism is the specific, dominant structure of
feeling in the Western world today. So, in order to understand metamodernism, it will
be necessary to substantially explore the notion of a structure of feeling.
Vemeulen and van den Akker articulate a structure of feeling as ‘a sentiment, or
rather, still a sensibility that many people share, that many are aware of, but which
cannot easily, if at all, be pinned down’. 76 A structure of feeling is ascribed to the
experience of a particular time and place, with the structures of feeling of different
generations often differing dramatically, with one perhaps being ironic and anxious
while another is sincere and hopeful. 77 Since many generations are alive at once, there
are also numerous structures of feeling at play at any time, and Williams treats the
dominant structure of feeling as that which belongs to the generation doing the most
new cultural work. 78 Like Williams, Vermeulen and van den Akker claim that by
reflecting on a generation’s artwork we can best get a sense of its structure of feeling
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insofar as art has the ‘capacity to express a common experience of a time and place’. 79
We might, like Williams, reflect on a generation’s system of behaviors and attitudes,
as well as its way of life – its ‘configuration of interests and activities’. 80 Taking all of
these different elements together, Williams characterizes a structure of feeling as ‘the
actual experience through which these were lived’. 81 For example, consider the
structure of feeling of 1840s England. Williams claims that in that period there were
three major social characters: aristocratic, middle class, and working-class, each with
competing values, ideals and ways of life. 82 Williams claims that the dominant
structure of feeling of that time was an expression both of the interaction of these
different social characters and of the ways their publically expressed values and ideals
relate to actual real-life experience. 83 While the dominant social character of the
middle class asserted that ‘success followed effort’, and that ‘success or failure
correspond to personal quality’, real life individuals were often faced with quick
changes in wealth that had little to do with effort or personal character. 84 According to
Williams, the novels and art of that time capture the experience of living in that period
– the relations between social characters, their values, and day-to-day experience. 85
For example, in novels, the character of the tragic ‘orphan, or the child exposed by loss
of fortune’, according to Williams, expresses ‘the deepest response to the reality of the
way of life’. The 1840s structure of feeling is the tenor of the time identified in terms of
‘feeling much more than of thought – a pattern of impulses, restraints, tones’. 86 No
doubt, this discussion of structures of feeling is vague, much like Vermeulen and van
den Akker’s discussion of it, but they claim that it is appropriate for the account to remain
vague:
If this today . . . sounds vague, it is precisely what Williams intended: it is that
element of culture which circumscribes it but nonetheless cannot be traced back
to any one of its individual ingredients, that element which eludes, or is left after,
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structural analysis. 87

How can we characterize the specific and recent structure of feeling, which
Vermeulen and van den Akker call ‘metamodernism’? Vermeulen and van den Akker
characterize it in terms of the oscillation between disparate and contrary emotions,
tendencies, and perspectives, rather than in terms of their synthesis, reconciliation, or
harmony. 88 They claim that metamodernism oscillates between ‘modern enthusiasm
and postmodern irony, between hope and melancholy . . . empathy and apathy’. 89 We
might best recognize this structure of feeling by reflecting on works of art, such as the
films of Wes Anderson, the director of Rushmore (1998), The Royal Tenenbaums (2001),
Moonrise Kingdom (2012), and The Grand Budapest Hotel (2014). 90 These films, like many
other examples of recent art, seem to exemplify the sort of oscillation Vermeulen and
van den Akker describe; these films show both irony and sincerity, empathy and
apathy, and hope and melancholy. These films also hint at the innocence and naivety
of childhood, but that naivety is always contrasted with harsh real-life experience. 91
The metamodern structure of feeling is also characterized, in part, in terms of how
people now feel about and experience debates and reflections concerning grand
narratives. Those who experience the metamodern structure of feeling approach
narratives much differently from how many modernist philosophers have in the past.
Vermeulen and van den Akker claim that individuals who experience the
metamodern structure of feeling tend to approach the future with what they call
‘informed naivety’. 92 Those who experience metamodernism share a discourse which
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acknowledges that there is no pre-determined ideal future toward which humanity is
necessarily progressing. 93 This is not to say that the future could not be better for
humanity than the present, only that there is not guarantee. Further, some people now
have the feeling that it might be outright false that humanity will ever, even in the
distant future, achieve the kind of utopian world for which many individuals now
yearn. 94 In this sense, those with the metamodern structure of feeling are informed.
But, according to Vermeulen and van den Akker, those with the metamodern
structure of feeling nonetheless often act as if – and think as if – humanity really can
and will progress forward. Even if those who experience metamodernism are aware
that there is no guarantee of progress, and even if many of them would rationally doubt
that great, positive progress will occur, they choose to act and think as if humanity
could and will progress toward great ends. There is a sort of optimistic naivety about
them, even if they are also aware of the chaotic nature of the world. 95 Those who
experience metamodernism choose to live according to grand narratives that describe
humanity collectively moving toward a far better world. And by doing so, they might,
at least sometimes, better collaborate with others to make social improvements in the
short term: ‘Humankind, a people, are not really going toward a natural but unknown
goal, but they pretend they do so that they progress morally as well as politically’. 96
Vermeuelen and van den Akker maintain that we can recognize this informed
naivety in the artwork of our time. As just one of many examples, 97 Vermeulen
discusses Guido van der Werve’s (2007) video artwork, Nummer Acht, everything is going to
be alright. In this video, a figure, namely van der Werve, walks on a frozen sea just feet
in front of a massive icebreaking ship which smashes the ice on which he has just
walked. Certainly, the figure knows that the icebreaker could kill him. He is aware that
it is breaking the ground beneath him. And yet, the figure ‘keeps on walking,
seemingly unperturbed by this beast of a machine’. And Vermeuelen claims that ‘for
93
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me this moment, of going on in spite of perhaps better knowledge’, with the belief that
‘you will arrive somewhere, at the horizon of the camera’, is a ‘very interesting motif –
a very interesting figure – that expresses a metamodern sensibility’. 98
What, in fact, are the chances that peoples from across the world will come
together and dramatically change their lifestyles, laws, and businesses, in order to fully
and adequately address the global environmental crisis, wide-spread human rights
violations, or still too-high rates of poverty across the world? Even if we really strive to
resolve environmental issues, how likely are we to resolve them? How likely are we,
instead, to find environmental destruction truly devastating in the future? And yet, as
Abramson writes, ‘We still have to live don’t we? To try to be happy? Try to create?
Try to be part of a community?’ 99 Abramson contends that we need to embrace a
philosophy, and collectively choose to live according to grand narratives that describe
how we could move forward toward resolving global issues, even if those grand
narratives turn out to be ‘problematic and illusory’. 100 He writes: ‘What sort of
philosophy could let us aim at a reconstruction of ourselves and our culture . . . . that
could also form part of a plan for healthy living and great creativity and even new
forms of political action?’ 101 According to Abramson, metamodernists strive to live
‘“as if ” positive change is possible’, all the while recognizing that much of the world is
in disarray. 102 By living this way, we can better organize our actions with one another,
‘stave off despair’, and, perhaps, actually make positive changes. 103 While Abramson
uses the term ‘metamodernism’ to refer to a different notion from that discussed by
Vermeulen and van den Akker, there are nonetheless similarities in their discussions of
narratives.
To be sure, Vermeulen and van den Akker themselves make no claim about
whether or not humans ought to embrace grand narratives in general, and they do not
propose any sort of specific utopian goal toward which we ought to strive. Their work
is descriptive rather than prescriptive; they only ‘describe the prevalence of such a goal
in contemporary culture’. 104 Yet other theorists, who use the term ‘metamodernism’ to
discuss very different notions, sometimes do make prescriptive or normative claims.
98
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For example, much like Gare, Cooper calls for humans to embrace new grand
narratives in order to better address global crises like the environmental crisis, but
unlike Gare he calls for a metamodern grand narrative rather than a postmodern
one. 105 Likewise, Freinacht describes a particular sort of utopian vision, which
includes environmental sustainability, and claims that we, as humans, ought to strive
toward realizing that vision. 106 And Freinacht claims that humans ought to embrace
and attempt to live out a specific sort of grand narrative of which he provides a rough
outline, in order to effectively change the world for the better. 107 Finally, while
Vermeulen and van den Akker do not themselves offer any prescriptive or normative
claims, they do maintain that metamodernism arose partly as a result of global crises
and problems, such as the disruption of the ecosystem, climate change, and the
instability of the geopolitical structure. 108 Many theorists now consider a belief in
certain specific grand narratives to be necessary to effectively address such global
crises.
III. POLYPHONIC, METAMODERNIST GRAND NARRATIVES
Gare notes that the modernist grand narratives of the past were highly problematic.
Each of those grand narratives appeals to grand goals and projects, such as ‘the
emancipation of the rational, the liberation of the exploited, or the creation of
wealth’. 109 According to Gare, often the modernists identified progress in terms of ‘the
total domination and control of the nonhuman world’, which could be achieved in part
through ‘the advance of knowledge’. 110 Gare contends that this leads modernists to
judge people, communities, and their projects and activities by how well they appear to
contribute to their grand narrative’s goals, projects, and ideal of progress. 111 Gare
maintains that the modernist grand narratives tend to ‘rank people and societies by
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how advanced they are’ and some people who embrace them then feel they can justify
the ‘subjection of those people defined as backwards’. 112
Kerwin Lee Klein maintains that some modernists viewed history as belonging ‘to
some people but not to others’ – as belonging to a European civilization which was
perceived as most contributing toward the progress described by modernist grand
narratives. 113 In contrast, Klein contends that the modernists sometimes viewed other
peoples as ‘without history’, and felt justified in subjugating and colonizing them,114
treating them, as Gare writes, as ‘the deficient Other’. 115
Gare claims that traditional, modernist grand narratives also tend to suppose the
unquestionable truth of a single perspective. 116 Stuart Sim likewise claims that
modernists often treat their narratives as ‘true and thus beyond any criticism or need of
revision’. 117 Thus, anyone who proposes or lives according to an alternative narrative,
or challenges either the traditional narrative’s ultimate goal or the means the traditional
narrative proposes for obtaining that goal, is considered unquestionably mistaken.
According to many modernists, to be justifiable, all actions and projects ‘have to be
shown to contribute to the realization of the ultimate goal’, 118 and those individuals
who contest and do not embrace that goal, or the strategy the traditional narrative
describes for achieving it, appear to modernists to lack any sort of defense.
Gare compares modernist grand narratives to heroic epics, which, he claims, are
‘monologic’, insofar as they only allow for the unquestionable validity of a single,
unitary perspective. 119 As Mikhail M. Bahktin writes, ‘the epic world is an utterly
finished thing . . . it is impossible to change, to re-think, to re-evaluate anything in it’.120
Gare considers, for example, the pre-modern ‘narrative of Christian redemption’ which
‘presupposes the unquestionable validity of one perspective, taking this as an absolute
truth, and treating every other person who does not share this narrative’ as at least
mistaken, and sometimes as an obstacle to arriving at the true goal. 121 Gare claims
112
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that modernist narratives share this sort of monologic structure; there remains one true
perspective and one true goal, and they are not open to questioning and further
revision.
Gare contends that we, in the current world, ought not embrace modernist grand
narratives. Instead we ought to create and embrace a narrative that gives ‘a place to
the diversity of contending voices and perspectives’ and construes all people as
‘conscious, active subjects’ of the narrative. 122
When we embrace a new, environmentalist grand narrative, Gare maintains that
we ought not to treat it as unquestionably true. Instead, our commitment to the grand
narrative should be considered purely provisional and open to questioning, insofar as
we should grant that there might be more promising narratives which we have not yet
adequately considered. 123 According to Gare, we ought to encourage other people
both to develop rival narratives and perspectives and also to challenge our own,124 just
as they ought to encourage us to do the same. We ought to seriously consider
alternative narratives and the different aspects of the world they reveal, 125 reflecting
on each narrative’s ‘achievements and limitations’, 126 and on how each narrative
reveals the others’ ‘blind spots’. 127 And, Gare claims, we ought to constantly
reformulate and change the grand narratives we embrace when, after considering
alternatives, we recognize how they can be improved.
These narratives, which acknowledge ‘a diversity of independent voices’, are
polyphonic rather than monologic; Gare claims they resemble the sorts of narratives
that Bahktin attributes to Fyodor Dostoevsky. 128 Bahktin claims that polyphonic
narratives involve ‘a plurality of independent and unmerged voices and consciousness,
a genuine polyphony of fully valid voices’, and that we enter into discussions with, and
learn from, all of them. 129 ‘There is’, Bahktin writes, ‘a plurality of equally-valid
consciousnesses, each with its own world’. 130 Where monologic epics present a single
122
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worldview and voice, 131 a polyphonic narrative presents many. 132 Where a monologic
epic treats a variety of characters much like it treats objects 133 – as instruments or
obstructions to a single hero’s success 134 – a polyphonic narrative instead treats each
person as an ‘authentic reality’, 135 and as ‘another I with equal rights’. 136 According to
Gare, a polyphonic narrative like this could, at least ideally, give all people due
recognition, including ‘the oppressed, non-Europeans and women throughout the
world’. 137
Gare is clear that the kind of polyphonic grand narratives for which he advocates is
very different from those typically called ‘modernist’. Instead, his ideal narratives
embrace the sort of pluralistim and heterogeneity which theorists such as Kirkpatrick
see as characteristic of postmodernism. 138 But, as already suggested, those who have a
postmodern sensibility, and thus show an incredulity toward grand narratives, cannot
embrace the kind of grand narratives that humans will need in order to organize,
coordinate, and orient their actions so that they can effectively address global crises.
Kirkpatrick writes that: ‘What is required is a revival of narrative that does justice to
the particulars without sacrificing the bigger picture’. 139 But it appears that this kind of
grand narrative is neither postmodernist nor modernist. I propose, instead, that those
who experience the metamodernist structure of feeling are capable of embracing this
new kind of superior narrative – provisionally, and ‘as if ’ if it were true. I propose that
global, polyphonic grand narratives could be considered metamodernist. 140
A variety of theorists each of who writes about a different notion going by the
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to a variety of theorists who discuss metamodernism, individuals now embrace the past modernists’
tendency to create and live according to grand narrative, but they nonetheless embrace new, polyphonic,
provisional grand narrative, instead of the old monologic, unchanging ones.
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name ‘metamodernism’ can all be interpreted to endorse adopting polyphonic, grand
narratives like this.
For example, Alexandra Dumitrescu, who claims that
metamodernism is a cultural paradigm, seems to imply that metamodernism embraces
a grand narrative. At the very least, Dumitrescu provides an account of what progress
could look like for humanity as a whole, writing about the ‘the collective evolution of
mankind’ progressing toward ‘a dream of universal brotherhood’. 141
Yet, according to Dumitrescu, metamodernism does not adopt modernist grand
narratives or a modernist conception of progress, which, she claims, ‘deepened rather
than solved the problems that humankind faces’. 142 Thus, I take her to imply that
those who are paradigmatically metamodern accept a different sort of grand narrative.
They are open to challenges to their narratives, 143 and they embrace ‘postmodern
openness to dialogue, its multiculturalism and inclusiveness of the other (women,
minority groups, indigenous people)’. 144 It appears that, according to Dumitrescu,
those who are paradigmatically metamodern would embrace a polyphonic grand
narrative like that described by Gare, giving all peoples due recognition as equals,
engaging in dialogue with them, carefully considering their perspectives and
alternative narratives, and changing and improving their own narratives in response. 145
Dumitrescu contends that metamodernism favors ‘communication between
subjects that are different and equal’, and ‘respecting the other without colonizing or
appropriating them’. 146 Those who are paradigmatically metamodern can learn to
challenge their current perspectives and narratives by establishing connections and
engaging in dialogue with ‘the other – other cultures, traditions, social systems, and
systems of thought’. 147 Only by carefully considering these different systems and
narratives, and by reflecting on the strengths that they possess, can individuals come to
appreciate the potential shortcomings of their own narratives and also appreciate what
‘traditions and conditionings have burdened’ them with, such as possible ‘prejudice
against other cultures, conditionings relating to the superiority of European culture,
etc.’ 148 According to Dumitrescu, no people – including both those in power and those
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traditionally oppressed – should unreflectively and uncritically accept their own
narratives and perspectives. Instead, we should all engage in reflective dialogue with
each other. In order to address global issues, those who are paradigmatically
metamodern need to coordinate with people thousands of miles away, treating each
other as moral equals, 149 recognizing interconnections between people, 150 and seeing
each person as part ‘of the whole of human society and history’. 151
Dumitrescu also criticizes modernists for accepting their narratives as
unquestionably correct and unchanging, regardless of the strong challenges posed by
those who conceive the world differently.152 She implies – though this is not explicit in
her work – that those who are paradigmatically metamodern would instead: embrace
grand narratives only provisionally; encourage others to develop alternative narratives
and perspectives; engage in constructive dialogue with those others; and change and
improve their own narratives in light of what that dialogue reveals. 153
Dumitrescu provides, as metaphors for metamodernism: ‘a boat being built or
repaired as it sails, or a palace or house under continuous construction’. 154 Writing
about these metaphors, Abramson claims that that they are indicative of the
metamodern need and desire to occupy numerous positions at once; there is a desire to
sail in the current boat, but also a desire to sail in a boat that is rebuilt and repaired.155
This metaphor also excellently applies to the provisional, polyphonic narratives that
Gare describes. Those who embrace such a narrative not only desire to live out that
narrative and contribute to the progress it describes, but also to live out whatever
revised and changed narrative they have created after listening to the challenges posed
by those who create and embrace alternative worldviews.
Abramson, who, as suggested earlier, also writes about a notion he calls
‘metamodernism’ and advocates for embracing grand narratives, likewise encourages
individuals to constantly challenge pre-existing narratives and consider alternatives.
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He notes that different people can adopt very different narratives which are, arguably,
equally credible. 156 No doubt, a valid narrative must adhere to facts. 157 Yet it remains
possible to pose rival narratives which proponents could reasonably argue adhere to
facts just as well, especially if those narratives describe either what the present implies
about the future, or what actions people ought to perform. Abramson implies that we
ought to frequently create and consider alternative narratives, in order to test and
improve, or possibly even replace, those we currently have. He writes that
metamodernism ‘seeks to expand our sense of the possible by noting that multiple
master narratives or metanarratives can co-exist in the same space’. 158 Suppose we
consider alternative narratives describing either what is currently taking place, or
describing how humans will achieve the goals and projects they ought to pursue
moving forward. By doing so, we might recognize that there are better ways to achieve
the goals we already have in mind, we might come to recognize that we should adopt
different goals or different perspectives, and we might realize that certain goals and
actions which we had considered nonstarters are not so impossible after all. 159
Abramson implies that we can, over time, arrive at better narratives by putting ‘our
ideas through a trial by fire’ 160 – by engaging in dialogue with people who have
different subjectivities. 161 According to Abramson, metamodernists embrace grand
narratives only provisionally, always looking to challenge and improve them, and they
accept them only conditionally – ‘only when it helps you do something generative and
productive for yourself, your family, sub-community, community, or nation’. 162
Abramson engages in what he calls ‘experimental journalism’, sometimes providing
alternative narratives about what current events mean for the future. For example,
when the mainstream media regularly indicated that Hillary Clinton would inevitably
become the democratic nominee in the States, Abramson wrote a piece of
experimental journalism titled, ‘Bernie Sanders is Currently Winning the Democratic
Primary Race, and I’ll Prove it To You’. Abramson claims that, in writing it, he was
more concerned with offering an alternative perspective than he was with stating an
absolute fact. He claims that he desired to offer readers an alternative story, which
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could potentially change their actions, if they chose to embrace it. 163 Abramson also
writes that his strategies when writing poetry are suggestive of the process of striving to
create new narratives in our current world. Many people feel, he says, as if they are
‘awash in too much data’, bombarded by information and media, but we nonetheless
strive to organize that data for ourselves, and to construct new narratives that can work
for us. 164 Likewise, when Abramson, in his poems, remixes ‘a pop star’s song catalog,
or a celebrity’s chapbook of poems’, 165 he claims that he is responding to our society’s
flood of data, with ‘everything culturally in pieces’, and is reconstructing something
new that is meaningful to him.
Finally and separately, Freinacht also contends that a metamodernist grand
narrative would give voice to a plurality of diverse perspectives, consider their
challenges and alternatives, and make revisions accordingly. He imagines a grand
narrative, the end and goal of which is a world that is ‘ecologically sustainable’ which is
‘without poverty and social insecurity’ 166 and in which everyone is ‘secure at the
deepest psychological level . . . a byproduct of which is a sense of meaning in life and
lasting happiness’. 167 He also claims that this ideal world would be a listening society in
which individuals would ‘not judge people for their opinions’ 168 and everyone would
‘listen more than we speak’ and ‘openly discuss both the advantages and disadvantages
of a certain argument or line of action’. 169 Freinacht agrees with the postmodernist,
who asks: ‘Shouldn’t all perspectives be included and get a voice?’ 170
Suppose that the great goal and end described by a metamodernist grand narrative
is a listening society like this. Then we could not think that people contribute to the
historical progress described by a metamodernist grand narrative unless they also help
to create a world in which everyone’s voice is considered equal. Evaluating people
according to this metamodernist narrative would mean, in part, evaluating the extent
to which they: encourage the development of alternative, diverse narratives and
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perspectives; engage in real discourse with those with different approaches,
recognizing their own narratives’ blind spots and deficiencies in response; and revise
their own narratives and perspectives, improving them in response to this discourse.
Further, those who create and live according to alternative, diverse narratives and
perspectives would contribute to the progress defined by a metamodernist grand
narrative just as well as those who live according to the metamodernist narrative, itself.
Thus, perhaps those who experience metamodernism can embrace the sort of utopia
and progress Seyla Benhabib has encouraged, one ‘not of appeasement and rest, but of
constant integration and differentiation’, in which each individual ‘can appreciate
otherness without dissolving in it’ and ‘can respect heterogeneity without being
overwhelmed by it’. 171
IV. CONCLUSION: GLOBAL ETHICS
In order to better reflect on ethics and moral philosophy in a time of metamodernism,
it is key to treat metamodernism as a structure of feeling, as Vermeulen and van den
Akker do. If these two theorists are correct, then while metamodernism is neither a
philosophy nor a movement, it is nonetheless true that many people who now
experience the metamodern structure of feeling also belong to movements and
embrace philosophies of life and moral theories. This is not to say, of course, that
everyone who experiences the metamodern structure of feeling belongs to the same
movements or has the same philosophy. Just as different people who have experienced
a modernist structure of feeling have held thousands of very different philosophical
perspectives, so too those who experience metamodernism could also believe
thousands of different theories. But what is certain is that, just like those who
experienced modernism were inclined to different sorts of philosophical perspectives
from those who experienced postmodernism, so too those who experience
metamodernism are now inclined to different sorts of perspectives, as well. If Vermeulen
and van den Akker are correct, that metamodernism has become the new cultural
dominant, it would follow that – quite possibly but not certainly – new and in some
ways very different philosophical perspectives could now become popular.
If Vermeulen and van den Akker are correct, then many people no longer share
the postmodernist’s incredulity toward grand narratives. But likewise, many people
also do not feel that narratives are certain and inevitably true like many modernists
did; rather, people experience what Vermeulen and van den Akker call an ‘informed
naivety’ about them. Perhaps those who experience the metamodern structure of
171
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feeling are thus better able to embrace the sort of polyphonic, environmentalist grand
narrative which Gare describes, and which is neither modern nor postmodern.
Certainly, people who experience metamodernism could and do embrace a wide
variety of narratives (‘as if ’ they were true), some of which are neither polyphonic nor
friendly to the environment at all. I do not mean to imply that experiencing the
metamodern structure of feeling guarantees that anyone will accept the kind of
narratives Gare describes, or even increases the likelihood. But nonetheless, if
Vermeulen and van den Akker are correct about the status of metamodernism in
current society, then it might also be true that the polyphonic grand narrative Gare
describes is now more open, as a genuine possibility for us, collectively, than it was
when humans experienced older structures of feeling. After all, modernists were
characteristically inclined to accept monologic, unchanging narratives, while Gare’s
narrative is polyphonic and changing, and postmodernists were characteristically
incredulous to all grand narratives.
Suppose the theorists I have discussed in this paper are correct. Then it is possible
for us, feeling about and approaching grand narratives as we do with a metamodern
structure of feeling, to embrace a polyphonic, metamodernist, environmentalist grand
narrative. Further, if we embrace a narrative like this, we would be far better able to
collaborate, across the world, to effectively address a plethora of global crises and
political issues. Additionally, we morally ought to do that which enables us to effectively
address these crises, provided the costs and disadvantages are not too great. Finally, we
can read many theorists to commonly agree that the costs of adopting such a narrative
are not too high.
So, here, I arrive at a normative, ethical conclusion, framed conditionally. If the
theorists I have discussed in this paper are correct, then we ought to embrace a
polyphonic, metamodernist, environmentalist grand narrative. That is, we ought to
recognize the grand narratives our metamodern structure of feeling opens up to us,
and we ought to adopt those narratives that would best guide us toward collectively
improving our world. And perhaps, experiencing a metamodern structure of feeling
that oscillates between modernism and postmodernism, we might actually, in the real
world, do as we ought.
Turner claims that metamodernism is not a manifesto but writes: ‘I couldn’t resist
the temptation to imagine it as if it were’. 172 He wrote a 2011 art-piece, the
‘Metamodernist Manifeso’, which he claims is both ironic and preposterous yet also
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sincere and hopeful. It concludes: “We must go forth and oscillate!’ 173
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